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LinkedIn India
Social Campaigns



Key Highlights

• Managed Event amplifications such as 
#CommsConnect did have a positive response 
amongst the right audience for LinkedIn. 

• Social campaigns such as #GetAJob (MTV 
Leveraged LinkedIn For Its ‘Get A Job’ 
Campaign) lead to an overwhelming response. 
It brought out high level of interest and 
engagement amongst the youth. 

Highlights:-

#GetAJob ranked No. 5 in India on Twitter 

There is an increase in the total engagement rate in comparison to the previous quarter 



Key Metrics

• Follower Base: 

• Follower count is an 
important metric to measure 
the total audience on Twitter. 
According to the analysis, the 
follower growth has 
increased from 5.8% in Q3 to 
6.1% in Q4. The graph below 
indicates the number of fan 
growth and total fan base. 



Total Reach: 

Reach is an important metric to measure the brand’s impact. According to 
the analysis, the total number of people reached have increased from 
199,443 to 377,739 in Q4. 

Engagement: 

Engagement on Twitter accounts for every way followers can interact with the brand to lead to 
better visibility. These include re-tweets, favorites, replies, link clicks, hash tag clicks. According to 
the analysis, the engagement rate is 0.9% (Industry Avg. is 0.78%) in Q4. This means that we 
are now able to engage a larger audience on Twitter. 



Twitter Trend Analysis: #GetAJob
• MTV India & Linked In’s #GetAJob ranked no. 5 in India’s and Mumbai’s top trends.

• The number of people reached through the twitter activity turned out to be 47.7k amounting to 62.4k Impressions. 



Event Analysis: #CommsConnect 
• #CommsConnect received good traction on Twitter with engagement rate of 1.3% reaching out to 6K impressions. 



Best Performing   
Content 
• LinkedIn Placements & #GetAJob 

turned out to be the best rated 
content that has gained maximum 
traction in comparison to the 
regular content. 

• Each post has gained 15-20 
interactions (favorites & re-tweets). 
This is a positive number for per 
post interaction. 



Influencer Content 
Plan for Shell India



SHELL: #OurFutureCity Campaign

CHALLENGE: Each city has its own energy and vibe. But how are they gearing up for the future? We needed to create visible virility around the topic of 
Future Cities, positioning Shell as a facilitator of the conversation. 

EXECUTION: We collaborated with Mumbai Instagrammers (influencer), curated and pushed the contest on Instagram and Facebook to engage
the audience (millennials) and build a conversation around #OurFutureCity. The Contest was photography- driven which included a 3-week 
Instagram and Facebook content push, with an InstaMeet activation and a photo walk led by 100 instagrammers. 

We started off with teaser posts to launch the campaign and generate traction. We held an Instagram Photo Walk with photographers, other key
influencers, students and interested individuals to push content and generate conversation around #OurFutureCity. 

RESULTS: 
• The #OurFutureCity Campaign in Mumbai generated 250+ entries with 60 instagrammers at the PhotoWalk. 

• Around 8000 likes and comments was generated on the influencer (Mumbai Instagrammers) posts, followers drove multiple conversations with the brand 
and hashtag on Social Media leading to an overall 6.6% engagement rate. 

The client selected Karl Kolah from Mumbai as the winner among all other cities. The Client quoted the following:

“We felt the Mumbai image and post sentiment was perfect for the competition. Showing the human, environmental and architectural beauty of 
Mumbai.”

February 2016, Shell initiated a global campaign called Future Cities to ignite social conversations around the energy needs of megacities
like Amsterdam, Los Angeles, London & Mumbai. Our task was to get social media heavy users in Mumbai to participate and engage with 
the campaign.



SHELL: #OurFutureCity Campaign – Photo Walk
#OurFutureCity Mumbai
Photo Walk, January 24th

WINNER: KARL KOLAH 

INSTAGRAM: @KARLKOLAH
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